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Abstract

Services are intangible by nature. Services are heterogeneous and airline services are no exception to this. Services provided inside aircraft are intangible and highly variable. Airline services are highly personalized. The airline product is a highly perishable one. The airline companies Management’s believe that, they are providing committed quality of service to the customers, but in the point of view of the customer, airliners’ are lacking in quality service. Airliners’ lacks in awareness about service quality and are not aware that giving better service to the customers helps in better company performances. In view of the above there is ample scope of research in the area of Service offerings with a view of Customer Service in domestic airlines arena which has potential research possibilities in Indian Airlines Industry.

This paper showcases some of the findings in this direction with respect to Indian Domestic Airline Industry. It highlights to examine how the customers are feeling about the company’s services and its service quality. The two main constituents are the “quality expected or experienced” and “quality perceived” by the customer. As study on these variables, the Airlines best conforming to customers’ perceptions are Kingfisher Airlines and Indigo Airlines.
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Introduction

Customer Service providers are under the notion that the company’s technical perspectives and internal marketing activities are the commitment to the customers’ service quality. But in the customer’s point of view the company lacks in providing the expected quality service to the customer. The resources of the Airliners’ are used for organizational objectives, such as sales improvement, profit maximization, or maintenance and increase of market share in Airline company. The resources of the service providers are focused on organizational objectives such as sales maximization and profit maximization or maintenance and increase of market share. The Management Commitment of the company towards service quality to customer is very important to satisfy the tastes and preferences of customer.

The global economy is based on the operations and impacts on related industry such as tourism and manufacturing of aircraft which in turn dependent on the airline industry worldwide - which provides quality service to customers from all corners of the world. Keeping in view the transport services provided by airline Industry worldwide, very few other industries generate the amount and intensity of attention given to airlines. US Government tried to reduce the pressure on airline industry by deregulating of its airlines in 1978 and economic involvement of private players intensified the competition in airlines industry. The same was adopted by rest of the world to deregulate the airline Industry by various governments which helped the Industry grow competitively faster than during the regulated period before 1978.

Lot of Low-priced airlines and new entrants served to the expectations of the public making possible the air experience to mass targets by providing low-priced services and best in class travel. Even as the low priced competition picked up, there were worries of maintenance standards that may be affected though, which were not statistically evident and even the airline safety was maintained without deterioration.

The demand for national economic development, advancement of Technology and globalization, the business climate and deregulation of airline transportation Industry by Government of India brought in the new competitors into the arena of airline companies which brought the competition to Indian Airlines. There is an atmosphere of competition in the Indian airline services market. Already some airlines started using market gimmicks like offering special discounts and refunds etc., to attract the Customers - This automatically created a better atmosphere for providing better and quality services to the customers. Customer Services in Airlines - The customer centric approach preached and practiced by “Carlzon” which says that “we have reoriented ourselves to become a customer driven company, a company that recognizes that its only true assets are satisfied customers, all of whom expect to be treated as individuals, and who won’t select us as their airline unless we do just that” was little practiced by airlines. As per the Skytrax ratings it is quite evident that
there is a disconnect from customers especially in North America. Customer Services mainly depend on two closely related things i.e. “quality of service expected and quality of service experienced”. The expectation of service quality by the customer and his experienced service perception, the quality delivered by different airline service providers are to name a few. The problems related to operations and cost escalation has changed the focus of Airliners from the above named customer service quality, experienced service quality which resulted in customer’s dissatisfaction and forcing customers to switch from one airliner to other airliner which can give both the price satisfaction, good travel experience and service quality. The frequent flyer programs implemented for building customer relationship by airlines are now becoming bane for customers. Customer getting only a restricted selection of airlines tickets for those who are loyal and redeems his or her points. If you try to transfer the points to your spouse, they will have a nightmare experience. The focus of most of airlines has not been on the Customer experience can be seen from the loss and mishandling of baggage or frequent loss, is major source of customer dissatisfaction. There is a loss or mishandling of baggage when compared to European airlines in terms of on-time arrivals (73.4% vs. 67.2%), but the comfort to consumers is very little.

Customer Orientation in Services

The customer is treated as being number one in an organizations success these days. Customer service is considered to be of top priority and paramount importance which in the organization. The management commitment for the success should be by providing top-notch customer service is the view of organizations around the world. The executives are now concentrating on the following tangible efforts for delivering superior services to the customer to build customized organizations and sustenance in the market

- Identifying and courting those customers who most closely fit the company’s core competences and who bring most of the company’s bottom line.
- Retaining existing customers, as opposed to merely chasing new business.
- Enhancing and cultivating employee satisfaction.
- Using a variety of research tools and information sources to listen to customers and develop a deeper understanding of their expectations.
- Using technology to gather, analyze, and quickly disseminate customer information throughout the organization.
- The service leaders share the view that service is more than nice to offer to customers: and what is the most effective way to differentiate them in a competitive market place. One needs the feedback from the day to day transactions-focused, real-time environment through which the management can assess what the company’s customer’s think and feel about the services offered and only by service performance by getting and disseminating feedback accurately from time to time to your employees’, this can be achieved.
- To differentiate the services in the market place one has to at regular intervals select randomly some customers, contact them for short interviews. The customers are to be asked about their recent product purchased from the airliner or service experienced through which you will get quantitative information and qualitative feedback. If trained interviewers are entrusted such work, they will uncover any unresolved problems that can be notified immediately and implemented by the company.

The above steps will make the managers to achieve the goals by getting the desired feedback which can be put to use through the following: Provide the marketing advantage to the company as the customers would be interested in the company, if the company is taking action on their feedback. If there are any issues related to the services provided by the company which are termed as ‘service execution issues’ – these issues can be corrected, then and there day to day the issues related to ‘service delivery’ can be taken care of. To see how best you can enhance ‘service value’ to your customers.

Need for the Study

Customers "expected quality of service" and their "experienced or perceived quality" is closely related. The "service quality expected by the customers" is the first to be studied and next comes that what he perceived about the quality of service he received or experienced. It is only through the experiences of the people that an assessment can be made about the quality of services provided by a particular airliner company. Customers' satisfaction or dissatisfaction can be identified by finding out the expectations of the airline service users only. The Airliner company management are of the view that they are meeting the service quality expected by the customer's needs and wishes, though their views are based on the company's technical and internal perspectives, actually when viewed from the customers' point of view the 'service provider' is lacking. The resources available to the management are to be utilized for the organizational objectives, which are sales, profits or maintaining market share. Unless the 'Service Provider' Airliner Company takes initiatives to set internal quality, it will not be in a position in enhancing service quality which will affect the company's performances. In view of this a large research scope existed on the Service offerings of Private airlines which are fairly new in India. There are six domestic airline companies in India which are considered to be the main players, hence these six airlines namely AIR INDIA, JET AIRWAYS, INDIGO, SPICE JET, GO AIR and KINGFISHER are considered for this study. The majority of people in India travel by these six airliners as per Director General of Civil Aviation Reports 2011, is the main reason for consideration of these airlines for the study. In the said airlines both low priced to full fare airlines are there hence, services in domestic arena have one of the potential research possibilities and therefore the present study is an attempt in this direction.

Objective of the Study

To examine the perceptions on Service quality to the Customer Satisfaction level in the domestic airline industry in India.

Methodology

Primary and Secondary data was collected for the study. A quantitative approach is adopted by administering a schedule among the respondents for primary data to evaluate the quality of service provided by the domestic airliners in which they have traveled, the perceived service quality of each variable was measured through questions designed on a 5 point Likert scale ranging from Very poor (1) to Excellent (5). The questionnaire was administered to 600 customers/passengers during the arrival departure of the flights of six domestic airlines viz: Air India, Jet Airways, Indigo, Airlines, Spice jet Airlines, Go Air Airlines and Kingfisher Airlines, the data was
recorded and applied Factor Analysis Method, Chi-square test and Cronbach’s Alpha test in statistical analysis.

**Tools for Analysis**

Factor analysis - principle component analysis was applied. Chi-square test and Cronbach’s Alpha test are used as Tools for Analysis. The data pertaining to Airline Industry from year 2000 to 2011 is considered for the study. The collection of data is carried during the months of April - June 2011.

**Review of Existing Studies**

A great deal of the researches conducted in recent years in this field of Airline Services and the service offerings by the airlines relating to the eight Ps of the Services Marketing. Examination of literature with regard to the Service offerings can be organized into two things i.e. “Customers’ satisfaction” or “dissatisfaction”. The service attributes that are of main concern which can be included as part of the study are:

“Timely departure of the aircraft, safety provided by the airliner, competitive (cheaper) airfares, service differentiation, anywhere booking easy availability, varied flight schedules and quality of services offered” apart from baggage handling and in-flight services.

The following is the review of the existing studies relevant to the present research study:

Brent Bowen, E. Headley, Chien-Tsung Lu [1] conducted a research on the airline service performance with multiple selected criteria pertaining to air travel consumers is measured with a tool, i.e. “Airline Quality Rating(AQR)”. Various governments utilized this method in decision making and service quality measuring. The bench marking technique was introduced in this article and this method of bench marking technique, Charts and results, the AQR data collection and calculation helped the major US airlines domestic operators to track comparative service quality.

Raquel Espino, Juan Carlos Martin [2] A study conducted using a “Stated Preference(SP) Experiment” which analyses the Individual’s preference for the main attributes defining the service offered by the airlines. In this Experiment consistent specifications for “Multinomial Logit” and “Mixed Logit” models are found out. In the first multinomial logit model- all the modeling variables enter in the utility function in linear form. The second multinomial logit model accounts for systematic taste variation including some interactions of socio-economic variables with level-of-service attributes. As per the experiment results the willingness to pay using mixed logit models are lower than those obtained from multinomial logit specifications implying that preference heterogeneity needs to be considered in order to properly estimate the willingness to pay for service quality changes because if taste heterogeneity is important and neglected, the willingness to pay measures can be highly overestimated.

Myungsook an A E Yonghwi Noh [3] conducted a study on the in-flight service quality preferred by the two classes viz: prestige (business) class versus economy class were studied. The two factors studied are the ‘Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty’. With respect to seat class - prestige class the six service quality factors of importance are: “alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverage responsiveness and empathy, presentation style, reliability and assurance” were of importance, whereas in Economy class the important service quality factors found were “responsiveness and empathy, food quality, alcoholic beverage, non-alcoholic beverage and reliability” implying that the airline companies may adopt different service delivery strategies basing on the customer seat class.

Robert Bacal [4] Conducted a study on “customer service experts” for improving customer service measuring or metrics is of not much importance but this measuring and metrics do go a long way in improving and building up great service and contribute to improvement of service. To bring about change in the Service Organization the measurement and metrics are organizationally important.

Giovanni Bisignani [5] Report on trend analysis made on the situation of global airline industry taking into consideration the current situation of the Industry and a forecast for the future. The airline industry incurred an estimated loss of $9.9 Billion in 2009. The figures released by IATA in June 2010 suggests $2.5 Billion net profits during 2010 which amounts to about0.5% profit margin which is half that during the peak levels and far below cost of capital as per IATA Forecast in June 2010 [6]. The company’s returns on investments if they continue to be below the cost of capital – eventually the companies making losses will exit the market which in turn provides opportunities to Low Cost Carriers (LCC’s) as they have generally reported higher levels of profitability.

Existing studies reveals different aspects of Services in Airline Industry across the globe. Airline Industry in India being very lately privatized and the skies opened to private players, the scope in the services offered in private airline Industry in India which is fairly new enough and in this, Airline Industry in India has come a long way by quickly building the brands by offering the premium world class services with the objective of offering air travelers in India and guests from abroad, an un-paralleled flying experience, whether the “customer being offered the responsiveness by the companies with speed and as per the needs of the customer” the research is carried out on the five service variables, the effect of commitment to quality services by airline operators and the differentiation of services with respect to Six airlines as there is no such extensive study carried out in this area the topic was chosen for the study. The present study is an attempt in this direction [7,8].

The following is a review of various select airlines chosen for the study on the services offered by each airline to the customers.

The most recognized airliners from India globally and designated airline of India Internationally is “AIR INDIA” and its code is ‘AI’ which is prepared using the merged features of both Air India and Indian Airlines.

Jet Airways flies regular flights which operate forty-four key sectors from Bangalore to all parts of the country. Jet Airways is a budget provider in India and treated as one of the six airlines, doing well in private sector as per reports of DGCA India, runs only one low cost class allowing itself efficiency and easy maintenance. It is an international airliner who entered into Indian Domestic market and presently flies to nearly 60 destinations that span the length and breadth of India apart from international destinations [9,10].

Spice jet Airline: This airline has catered to the needs of economy class and ideally suited for short medium haul flights which is Go Air’s Airlines came up with a variety of options, designed the ticketing system to be very accessible to end passenger basing on the research carried out on the distribution network and thorough evaluation of the media availability.
Indigo Airlines is the new entrant into the Indian airline market with affordable low cost fares and providing excellent service to the passengers targeting the masses with its cheap prices operates across India with over 147 daily flights. The sector operates flights across length and breadth of the Country. This carrier endows uniquely smooth, safe and pleasant journey.

Kingfisher Airlines operates its flights both domestic and internationally. It was operating the highest number of flights i.e. 400 flights daily with 77 destinations. Kingfisher has a five star rating from Skytrax which is one of the six top airlines having five star rating for the services it offered. During February 2008 this airline had 9,04,000 passengers which gave this company the highest market share in India [11,12].

Customers’ perception in Indian airline industry

A schedule designed with a set of over 50 variables and responses of 600 customers traveling on a cross-section of six different domestic airlines was collected and the data is subjected to quantitative analysis by using the statistical analysis tools of factor analysis, chi-square test and cronbach’s alpha methods.

As per the study the following are the perceptions of the customers of select airlines of India.

Perception of customer on ticketing formalities – (airline wise)

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.200 the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on ticketing formalities – reflecting that no specific ticketing formalities are preferred by the passengers traveling in these airlines, the highest rating of 38.2% to Indigo Airlines and 13.3% the least rating to Jet Airlines implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on ticketing formalities [13,14].

Customers’ perception on flight schedules in select airlines:

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.463; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the airlines customers’ perceptions on “flight schedules” – reflecting that no specific ticketing formalities are preferred by the passengers traveling in these airlines, the highest rating of 54.8% to Kingfisher Airlines and 11.7% the least rating to Spice Jet Airlines implying Kingfisher Airlines is more preferred airline on “flight schedules” [16].

Passengers’ perception on the “transport facilities provided” by select airlines:

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.335, the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “transport facilities provided” – reflecting that the highest rating of 38.2% to Indigo Airlines and 2.2% the least rating to Air India Airlines implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “transport facilities provided” [17].

Individuals’ responses on “cancellation and alternative arrangements” made by different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.371, the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “cancellation and alternative arrangements” – reflecting that the highest rating of 54.8% to Kingfisher Airlines and 6.4% the least rating to Spice Jet Airlines implying Kingfisher Airlines is more preferred airline on “cancellation and alternative arrangements” [18].

Passengers’ perception on “catering facilities and hygienity” offered by different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.753, the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “catering facilities and hygienity” – reflecting that the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 0% the least rating to Air India Airlines implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “catering facilities and hygienity” [19].

Passengers’ responses on “personalized services” provided by different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 5.481; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “personalized services” – reflecting that the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 4.1% the least rating to Jet Airways implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “personalized services” [20].

Customers’ perception on “cleanliness and sanitary conditions” on different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.263; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “cleanliness and sanitary conditions” – reflecting that the highest rating of 38.5% to Kingfisher Airlines and 14.1% the least rating to Air India implying Kingfisher Airlines is more preferred airline on “cleanliness and sanitary conditions” [21].

Customer responses on the provision of “reading material” airline-wise

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.764; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “reading material provided” – reflecting that the highest rating of 38.2% to Indigo Airlines and 5.4% the least rating to Air India implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “provision of reading material” [22].

Customers’ responses on “affordable and reasonable pricing” by different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.277 the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “Price charged by the Airline is reasonable and affordable”– reflecting the highest rating of 54.8% to Kingfisher Airlines and 0% the least rating to Air India implying Kingfisher is more preferred airline on “affordable and reasonable pricing” [23].
Customers responses on “Communication channels related to Price, Promotion and distribution factors” offered by different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.890; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “Communication channels related to Price, Promotion and distribution factors” – reflecting the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 8.2% the least rating to Jet Airways implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “Communication channels related to Price, Promotion and distribution factors”.

Customers’ perception on “brand loyalty basing on consumption experience”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.977; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “brand loyalty basing on consumption experience” – reflecting the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 2.2% the least rating to Air India implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “brand loyalty basing on consumption experience”.

Customers’ perception on “ambient factors” provided by different airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.583; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “ambient factors at booking office, airport, onboard are very pleasant” – reflecting the highest rating of 38.5% to Kingfisher Airlines and 0% the least rating to Air India implying Kingfisher Airlines is more preferred airline on “ambient factors at booking office, airport, onboard are very pleasant”.

Passengers’ responses on “behavioral attitude of staff at airport counters & on board”

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.880; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “behavioral attitude of staff at airport counters & on board” – reflecting the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 6.4% the least rating to GoAir Airlines implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “behavioral attitude of staff at airport counters & on board” [24].

Passengers’ perception on “behavioral attitude – Service Efficiency”

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.421; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “behavioral attitude – service efficiency” – reflecting the highest rating of 54.8% to Kingfisher Airlines and 16.3% the least rating to Air India Airlines implying Kingfisher Airlines is more preferred airline on “behavioral attitude – service efficiency of staff” [25].

Customers’ responses on “pricing benefits by removal of in-flight catering service” in select airlines

The calculated value of chi-square is 2.860; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “pricing benefits by removal of in-flight catering service” – reflecting the highest rating of 40.0% to GoAir Airlines and 4.1% the least rating to Jet Airways implying Go Air Airlines is more preferred airline on “pricing benefits by removal of in-flight catering service”.

Passengers’ responses on “benefits of Indian Airlines merger with air india”

The calculated value of chi-square is 4.523; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “benefits of Indian Airlines merger with Air India” – reflecting the highest rating of 67.3% to Kingfisher Airlines and 11.7% the least rating to Spice jet Airlines implying with 28.3% rating to Air India, merger is having little positive effect on passengers’ perception.

Passenger responses on “safety and security in national compared to private airlines”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.114; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perception on “safety and security in national compared to private airlines” – reflecting the highest rating of 67.3% to Kingfisher Airlines and 11.7% the least rating to Spice jet Airlines implying that Kingfisher Airlines is more preferred on “safety and security”.

Customers’ perception on “deregulation of aviation policy”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.024; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the airlines customers’ perceptions on “deregulation of aviation policy” – reflecting the highest rating of 38.2% to Indigo Airlines and 2.2% the least rating to Air India implying that the preference of private airlines is higher with 38.2% to Indigo Airlines, 26% to Kingfisher airlines, 24.5% to Spice jet airlines and 23.5 to Jet Airlines and 6.4% Go Air Airlines.

Customers’ perception on “advertising strategies of airlines”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.761; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “advertising strategies of airlines” – reflecting the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 0% the least rating to Air India implying Indigo Airlines is more preferred airline on “advertising strategies of airlines”.

Customers’ responses on “quality of service rendered by national carrier”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.226; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “quality of service rendered by national carrier has enhanced after announcement of economic reforms” – reflecting the highest rating of 40.0% to GoAir Airlines and 4.1% the least rating to Jet Airways implying Go Air Airlines is more preferred airline on “quality of service rendered by national carrier has enhanced after announcement of economic reforms”.
Customers’ perception on “post-sales service”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.812; the probability value (p-value) of 0.000. Therefore there is significant difference between the select airlines customers’ perceptions on “post-sales service is pleasant and comfortable” – reflecting the highest rating of 58.8% to Indigo Airlines and 6.4% the least rating to Go Air Airlines implying Indigo Airline is more preferred airline on “post-sales services is pleasant and comfortable”.

Passengers’ responses on “overall rating”

The calculated value of chi-square is 3.514; the probability value (p-value) is 0.000 indicating that there is significant difference between the airlines customers’ perceptions on “overall rating” – reflecting the highest rating of 33.3% to Indigo Airlines and 7.6% the least rating to Air India implying Indigo Airline is more preferred airline on “overall rating”.

The above are the some of the variables relating to Services Mix (8Ps) of Services marketing viz: Product, Price, Place, Promotion, People, Process, Physical Evidence and Packaging.

As per the study the Airlines best conforming to the customers’ perceptions are Kingfisher Airlines and Indigo Airlines. On the Product, Promotion, People variables of the services mix Indigo Airlines is leading and on Price, Place and Process variables, Indigo Airlines is in the second position to Kingfisher Airlines whereas on the Price, Place & Process variables of the services mix Kingfisher Airlines is leading while it is in the second position to Indigo Airlines on Product, Promotion and People variables of the Services Mix. On the Physical Evidence and Packaging variables both are sharing the position equally.

As per the Analysis, Spice Jet airline is having the least rating on 19 service variables and hence it is on the last position of the select airlines in Service Mix variables.

Air India with least rating on 16 services mix variables, hence it is in the fifth position of select airlines.

Jet Airways with least rating on 10 services mix variables; hence it is in the fourth position of select airlines.

Go Air Airlines with least rating on 8 services mix variables is in the third position of select airlines.

As per the Hypothesis tested, the study reflects that there is no conformity between Service Quality & external Communication on the customer satisfaction level i.e. the satisfaction levels of the customers are not up to the mark as per the customers’ perceptions and there is a difference of opinion by the customer with regard to level of satisfaction.

Suggestions

On the basis of the study, the following are some of the suggestions for improving the quality of services in Airline Industry in a global competitive environment

1. The domestic airline companies must take steps to improve the quality of service by sticking and strictly implementing the five “Servqual dimensions” mainly the “dimensions of assurance and tangibility”.

2. The domestic airline companies must take care of not making false promises and stick to what they communicate “External Communication(promotional activities) like advertising falsely and not conforming to that promises which will have negative impact on the customers’ satisfaction.

3. The commitment of Management towards “service quality” must be addressed through leadership. The “work dimension” and ‘people dimension’ must be carefully promoted depending on which is most required in the context of quality service’.

4. The training programs must be targeted on customer contact for evaluation of customer perception on what customer is feeling about the ‘service quality’ provided and what they expect to be provided - this can be done by training front liners who interact with customers regularly and which is a part of ‘Internal Marketing activity’.

5. Top people from Management may be brought to direct customer contact by arranging the people from top management to be present at the airport while the people waiting to board the aircraft, as passengers would be keen and interested or thrilled to meet a person from the Management of the flight they are going to board. Passengers can provide very useful information regarding the services offered by the airlines and which can be of great help in improving and efficiently managing the services with simple adjustments here and there.

6. Employees of the airline may also be brought into contact with customers so as to enable them to understand what they are feeling either just at departure time or arrival time. The involvement of the employees may help the management to understand the pulse of the travelers and with the inputs given by the passengers to the employees so as to build up the best services to be offered to the passengers within the mission, resources and the context of business.

7. Involve the employees in the planning and implementing the Customer Service. Get them involved from start to finish make them understand they are part of the process, take steps to get inputs of what customers needs are and what they want and involve the employees in solving the customer’s requirements to their expectations.

8. The top management should take initiatives to show importance to every single customers’ service with priority and take steps in such a way that each and every employee to feel responsible to every customers’ service and have no exceptions whatsoever. The culture of effectively taking care of every customer’s service is to be developed in the company by the leadership.

Conclusions

This study concludes that: Kingfisher Airlines and Indigo Airlines are the Leaders in the Services offered to the customers with top ratings in the Services mix variables, therefore these two airlines are conforming to the Customer Satisfaction to an extent. The study found that the domestic customers were not satisfied with the customer services offered by the companies in India. It is also found that the companies have not come up to the customers’ expectations in fulfilling what the company’s had promised regarding the “service quality”. The promotional activities were exaggerated and they were not conforming to the customer satisfaction levels which lead to dissatisfaction among customers.

The above suggestions implemented in to and to by the domestic airline companies will make the companies come up to the
expectations of the service quality by customers and thus excellence in services can be achieved and delivered to the customers, thus improving the companies performances and increased profitability to the companies in a competitive global marketing environment.
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